
a little gift in the hand to help them. Of course if they're rich 
Homes that can afford it, you don't have to help them. 

67. As you're organizing these first local areas, in the more 
numerous Local Areas where there are a number of Homes, quite 
a few people, you might even want to have several different Area 
Officers. You may not only need an Area Shepherd, you may 
want to elect a businessman who's good at business & money & 
banking to be your Area Treasurer to handle your area finances, 
special Area Fund for pioneering or printing or the needy etc., 
things which require a united effort & united support. 

68. In the more numerous areas where there are many 
Homes & lots of members you may need more personnel to help 
to guide the Area & communicate etc. You may even have to also 
elect an Area Secretary for correspondence with the various 
Homes etc., & to take care of the writing of letters or notices & 
various secretarial work, keeping the minutes of the meetings & 
the business meetings & what went on each time, a log of each 
business session, committee session & all of it. 

69. In extremely populous areas where there are scores of 
Homes in a small area & hundreds of members, you may find 
you even need more officers than that. You may need a number 
of Committees & Secretaries to handle the various things, like a 
Meeting Committee to decide on the times & places of meetings 
& who's in charge & who's responsible for the food & the enter
tainment & the inspiration & the music & all that sort of thing, 
the Program Committee. 

70. Then you may have to have a committee which is in 
charge of printing & its needs, & pioneering & its needs, 
pioneering new areas, various special projects etc. You may have 
several different committees to handle these various projects & 
various jobs in an extremely numerous Area where there are 
many Homes & many many members. 

71. Where two or more Homes meet together every Sun
day, that can be established as the Local Area Fellowship a 
LAF, & should have a Local Area Shepherd, a LAS. Maybe it'll 
be a laugh sometimes as you get started, but it can get pretty 
serious as you go on. 

72. When two or more Local Area Fellowships, two or 
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more L AFs, decide they want to get together for a United Meet
ing at least once a month, the first Sunday of every month, then 
feat should be called a District Area Fellowship Meeting, a 
DAFM! 

73.1 would say it would be well to try to perhaps limit these 
local fellowships to about two or three Homes or not too many 
more so you don't get the house too crowded every Sunday. 

74. But then the DAFs should consist of several LAFs & 
meet in a large enough Home that at least if not all the people, at 
least the official Delegates from each Home will have enough 
room to meet & talk & visit & eat & carry on the Lord's work & 
your committee meetings & your programs & your plans & 
projects & printing agreements & pioneering efforts & all the rest. 

75. First the Local Area Fellowship meeting, LAFM, that's 
two or more Homes meeting together regularly every Sunday. 
Next, the District Area Fellowship Meeting, the DAFM, that is 
two or more LAFs meeting together on die first Sunday of every 
month if possible. If not possible, at least the first Sunday of every 
Quarter if you're really scattered. But I would say the DAFs 
should generally meet together at least the first Sunday of every 
month. 

76. First there's the Local Area Fellowship, then the Dis
trict Area Fellowship, then we could call it the Greater Area 
Fellowship consisting of two or more DAFs, & mat'll be the 
Greater Area Fellowship Meeting, die GAFM! A LAFM consists 
of two or more Homes meeting every Sunday. A DAFM consists 
of two or more LAFs meeting once a montii. And a GAFM con
sists of two or more DAFs meeting at least once a quarter. 

77. And finally now the national or language area fellow
ship meetings on a larger scale such as national or nationwide at 
least once a year. Now in areas where there are some very small 
countries & the distances are short, you might want to have a year
ly Meeting. 

78. Well, according to tongues, we could call it a TAFM! It 
would be a Tongue Area Fellowship Meeting, so for lack of a bet
ter term for die moment I'll just call it a TAFM or NAFM. This 
will be a National Meeting which will meet at least once a year 
on the first Sunday of the year, God willing, & it should be even 
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